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VPN service that can be installed on your iPhone, iPad,
iPod touch and also Android devices. guilty garri;d, A:
Your original post said this is for windows 8, then you
show the code is for windows 7, and now you show a
screenshot of windows 8. In an older post, you show a
screenshot of the Windows 7 control panel. It looks like
you have upgraded Windows 7 to Windows 8. Windows
7 does not have an installshield feature. You need
Windows 8. Which version of Windows 8 are you
using? Can you delete the Windows 7 programs and
start over, or are you stuck with Windows 7? Q: How to
set a variable for no/0 value in MVC? I have a
controller in my MVC which, as part of it's job, will
search for a database item. In my model, I'll return a
true/false value representing whether or not the db
item exists. Then, I'll use that value in the controller to
perform some task, such as displaying an "Exists"
message on the page. At this point, I use a statement
like @if(Model.Exists) { } else { } The problem is, as
I'm adding new items to the db, the Exists property
doesn't exist yet in the view. Is there a way to bypass
this, or do I need to change my original question and
say that I want to display this as the "0" value of the
database field? Thanks in advance. A: Try something
like this: @if(Model.Exists == 0) Hope this helps
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